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1 INTRODUCTION 
The application of DSM in software development has been shown to be very effective for visualizing, 
analyzing and enforcing the architecture of a software system [1,2].  By extracting dependencies 
automatically from a codebase of a software application, it has been possible to quickly build an initial 
DSM based upon the actual implementation utilizing its existing structure.  The DSM is then 
transformed to logically reflect the intended architecture of the system, which can be accomplished 
through both manual manipulation of its hierarchy and the use of special partitioning algorithms.  
However, most complex software systems are a combination of technologies, with dependencies that 
span across different software languages, databases, and configurations [3].  Moreover, expressing the 
entire system architecture involves mapping of requirements, design parameters and rules, processes 
or use cases, infrastructure, and even organizations in addition to the software [4].  As illustrated in 
Figure 1 below, an MDM which captures the mappings between the domains provides a powerful 
visualization and means for conducting change impact analysis across the entire system. 
 
 

 
Figure 1.  MDM of an enterprise system 

  
One key to creating and managing the MDM of such extensive systems is the automated extraction of 
the dependency information.  In software systems it is possible to use static code analysis to parse and 
extract the information from code or SQL, but for other data sources it is necessary to extract from 
other repositories, tools, or files in many formats, such as text, XML, xls (e.g. Excel), and XMI (e.g 
UML/SysML).  Another key is to be able to merge the data from the various sources into a single 
DSM project. 
The final key is to be able to update the DSM project and produce reports which measure and track 
changes over time.  In this paper, we will describe a new approach which utilizes a web-based 
repository to communicate changes in enterprise systems. 
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2 CREATING AN ENTERPRISE SYSTEM DSM 
The biggest challenge in creating a DSM of any complex system is capturing and expressing the 
system and dependency data, especially when the data sources are different for each of the constituent 
domains.  Each domain requires a data model which consists of both the different kinds of system 
elements and the various kinds of dependencies which define the nature of the relationships between 
the elements.  Many modules have been developed which utilize parsers to recognize the data in the 
code, SQL, XML, and other standard formats.  An Excel convertor was developed to map data from 
columns in a spreadsheet or DSM macros into a specified data model.   
Various scripts have been written not only to extract or import data from non-standard sources, but 
also create mappings from one domain to another.  For example, the dependencies of code to a 
database can be mapped by looking for patterns in the SQL statements embedded in the code.  These 
patterns will vary depending upon the different conventions employed by the system developers. 
Once the data has been captured in the DSM project file repository, it establishes a baseline based on 
the original data.  It is then possible to manually add new elements and dependencies, map 
dependencies across domains, and perform merges.  The existing hierarchy can be manipulated 
manually or through DSM partitioning algorithms to establish the desired structure or sequence of the 
system at any level.  Dependency rules can then be created to communicate the allowable 
dependencies between the elements, such that violations will be visible in the DSM.   
As the DSM is transformed, the project file repository can be updated manually so that different file 
versions are created.  It can also be updated at any point that there are changes in any of the data 
sources, either manually or automatically through the use of a command-line utility that is executed 
periodically at each data source.   Reports and exports can also be generated manually or through the 
command line utilities, but most users found it too difficult to incorporate these into their development 
environments and so were not communicating the project results effectively.  
 
3 WEB-BASED REPOSITORY APPROACH  
A web-based repository is simply an application which can provide viewing of data via a web 
browser.  Each repository is hosted on a networked machine which has a web server that can serve 
data to the browser.  Each repository can host a number of Projects, each of which can have a 
succession of Project Snapshots in a Project Track.  The Project Track can then be used to produce a 
trend of key metrics and show comparisons between selected Project Snapshots.   
The desktop tool, LDM, includes access to the repository so that a user can at any time publish a 
Project Snapshot.  The command line tool, LDC, can also be used to automatically publish a snaphot 
whenever a data source has been updated.  Figure 2 illustrates each piece of the entire system. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Repository system 

In order to illustrate the utility of the Repository, consider the following example using an open source 
system.  The initial DSM created with LDM and its Java module has been published as the baseline 
snapshot, with the view of the DSM and the key architecture metrics shown in Figure 3.   
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 Figure 3a.  Architecture baseline   Figure3b.  Architecture metrics baseline 
 
 
Note that the ant.taskdef subsystem is highly coupled.  After analysis of the coupling, some changes 
were made to the subsystem by moving some system elements and hiding (tearing) some dependencies 
which would require refactoring of the code.  As this is a “what-if” scenario, we want to assess the 
benefit in terms of the architecture metrics.  By uploading a snapshot of the revised DSM, we can 
quickly compare the DSM against the baseline and see the delta which shows the three dependencies 
that we hid at the element level as shown in Figure 4.  
 

    
 Figure 4a.  Architecture of revised DSM  Figure4b.  Missing dependencies in Delta 
 
 
The Summary automatically calculates not only the metrics for the newest snapshot, but also displays 
a comparison to the previous snapshot in percentage terms.  In Figure 5, we can see that our proposed 
changes would have a significant impact on the cyclicality metrics by decoupling a key subsystem.  As 
these metrics have been shown to have a strong correlation to the rate of defects in the codebase [5], 
we expect a significant benefit by implementing these changes in the actual code as well as improving 
the architectural understanding of those who are working on the project. 
When the project sources, in this case the Java codebase, are actually revised with each new version 
release, then the repository provides valuable insight into the trends of the system.   We can see in 
Figure 6 that significant increases in cyclicality occurred between early major releases but lately there 
have been efforts to control it.   Although the level of architectural violations significantly increased 
with the 1.6 version major release as shown in Figure 7, we can observe by the subsequent drop in 
later releases that the team was actively working on improving the architectural conformance.  We can 
also see in Figure 8 that the size of the system has steadily increased and is a likely factor in the 
driving up the complexity while the team makes progress in managing the architecture. 
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 Figure 5.  Architectural changes          Figure 6.  Chart of intercomponent cyclicality 

 

         
 
 Figure 7.   Chart of architectural violations         Figure 8.  Chart of system elements  

4 CONCLUSION  
A new web-based DSM repository approach has been introduced to improve the capability of users to 
measure, track, and communicate the status of complex systems.  A web application can enable access 
to automated reports of metrics and trends, as well as providing the ability to generate comparisons of 
selected versions of the project.   
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IntroductionIntroduction

• Previous presentations about DSM 
for software architecturesfor software architectures

• Scope has expanded to enterprise 
systems with mapping of 
dependencies across many domainsdependencies across many domains

• MDM provides powerful visualization 
and change impact analysis across 
the domainsthe domains

• Key to creating and managing 
enterprise MDMs is data extraction 
and integrationand integration

• Key to adoption is the capability to 
automatically measure, track, & 
report to communicate resultsreport to communicate results

• A new web-based repository 
approach has been developed
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MDM ExampleMDM Example

Note that the Structure is an MDM 
with Requirements, Product 
Structure & Design Rules 
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MDM Change Impact AnalysisMDM Change Impact Analysis

Shows how a Design Rule change can impact 
User Requirements & System Specifications
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Creating an Enterprise MDMCreating an Enterprise MDM

• Extract data from a wide range ofExtract data from a wide range of 
sources including software, 
databases, models, documents 
and spreadsheets

System Sources
(codebases and databases)

and spreadsheets
• Utilize parsers for languages, 

SQL, XML, and other standard 
formatsformats

• An Excel converter can produce 
the XML data model from either 
matrix or columnar formatsmatrix or columnar formats

• Scripts have been written not 
only for extracting and importing 
data but also to create mappingsdata, but also to create mappings 
from one domain to another
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Repository OverviewRepository Overview

Your System Sources
(code, database, xml, Excel)

LDC – Command Line Desktop Application  
Snapshots are published to theSnapshots are published to the 
Repository to build Project Tracks of 
versions and view deltas and trends 
over time for your projects

LDC can automatically update 
the Repository after each build 

Repository
Web Server

Web Application
View Project Tracks with Snapshots 
for each build over time. Navigatefor each build over time.   Navigate 
the DSM and Architecture Diagrams 
and see trends of key metrics

13th International DSM Conference 2011- 7
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Project BaselineProject Baseline

The initial DSM is created in the 
Desktop Application based on the 

“as-is” structure in the existing g
implementation and the Snapshot 
is the baseline of the Project Track
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DSM TransformationDSM Transformation

Th W kli d hThe Worklist records the steps to 
transform the baseline DSM to 

reflect the “should-be” architecture
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Communicating ChangeCommunicating Change

The Web Application provides pp p
visualization of the new DSM 
and communicates the details 

of change via the Worklist 
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Exploring ImprovementsExploring Improvements

Decoupling of subsystems canDecoupling of subsystems can 
be explored by restructuring or 
tearing (hiding dependencies)
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Measuring ImprovementsMeasuring Improvements

The Summary view in theThe Summary view in the 
Repository automatically 

calculates and compares the 
latest two Snapshotslatest two Snapshots

Since we are only conducting y g
a “what-if” scenario, no 

changes in the system have 
yet been made

Since we have removed 
dependencies and restructured, 

we can see the significant 
reduction in cyclicality
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Tracking ChangeTracking Change

Charts show trends of key 
metrics over any range of 

Snapsots providing a relativeSnapsots, providing a relative 
measure of changes with each 

update of the system 

In this example of ANT, several 
years of releases can beyears of releases can be 
examined to see how the 

system has evolved
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Tracking ChangeTracking Change

With Charts we can see theWith Charts we can see the 
relative rise in Complexity as the 
system has grown significantly

b t ff t b i d tbut efforts are being made to 
manage the system architecture 

and reduce Violations of the 
dependency rules
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SummarySummary

A new web based DSM repository• A new web-based DSM repository 
approach has been introduced to 
improve the capability of users to 
measure track and communicatemeasure, track, and communicate 
the status of complex systems

• The web application can enable 
access to automated reports ofaccess to automated reports of 
metrics and trends, as well as 
providing the ability to generate 
comparisons of selected versionscomparisons of selected versions 
of the project  

• The key enabler for creating and 
managing enterprise MDMs ismanaging enterprise MDMs is 
data extraction and integration
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